
Alexandra
Primary School

Thursday September 14th
Term 3 Week 10
 

Sep 15 - Footy Day 
Sep 15 - Early finish 2.30pm

Oct 2 - Term 4 begins
Oct 4 - Division Athletics Epping
Oct 6 - School Concert
Oct 11 - Full Day Gr6 ASC Transition
Oct 20 - Crazy Hair Day

Gr6 Transition - P2
ELF Day - P3

Googabinj - P5
Achievement awards - P6

Coming Up

Our purpose is to build a learning community that challenges and supports young
minds to develop as independent and lifelong learners, continually striving for

excellence. 
 RESPECT    CARE    INTEGRITY    ACHIEVE
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PO Box 318, Alexandra, 3714                                            Principal: Vicky Draper                             www.alexandraprimaryschool.com

The Art Room is looking
for buttons. If you have
any spares, we would

appreciate any
donations! Thank you.

Tomorrow is Footy Day!
Wear your team

colours and running
shoes.



Uniform
At APS we are proud to have a smart uniform, and we expect that
everyone wears their uniform each day. Students are welcome to
wear any variation of the APS polo, grey shorts, pants or skort, APS

fleece jumper, or school dress, along with an APS hat.

Please be aware that leggings, bike shorts (worn without a dress),
footy shorts, and casual jumpers are not a part of our school uniform.

Second hand uniform can be purchased from the Office, or new
uniform from fcw.com.au

On Monday, the Grade 6s enjoyed their 2nd of 5 transition visits to Alexandra SC.
They were greeted by Bron, the Wellbeing Coordinator, had the opportunity to

order their lunch, and then participated in a scavenger hunt around the school.
This activity is completed for transition every year to help students become

familiar with the layout of the school. I wonder how many older siblings
remember doing this? 

The next transition visit will be a whole day on October 11. 

Grade 6 Transition



ELF Reading!
Did you know that children who are read only one book a day will hear about 290,000 more words

by age 5 than those who don’t regularly read books with a parent or caregiver?
Thanks to our wonderful community who read to us on ELF Reading Day!



Grade 4 visit the Kinder



Googabinj Incursion

APS was lucky to have Craig come today and share some of his
culture with us! Everyone learnt so much, and had a great time

hearing from him!



Foundation

Ella Buick: For her outstanding counting! This week Ella has really
concentrated and worked hard to understand the 'add 10' Mental
Computation Strategy. Showing off she can skip count by 10's past
100. Ella you are a learning legend! Keep up the amazing work.

1/2A
Marlee Creighton: Marlee, you are a wonderful classmate and always
trying to find ways to help others. Your creativity shines in your writing
and it's great to see you have started writing your own chapter book
in your free time. Keep up the amazing work and enthusiasm towards
school! Well done.  

1/2B
Ashy Sawyer: For her neat and organised approach to all learning
tasks. Ashy always models a love of learning, being passionate in her
learning, and making sure others understand too. You are an asset in
the classroom. Keep up the great work, Ashy!

3/4A
Kaiden Tomlinson: For the care, kindness and tenderness he showed
the Kinder Kids during our recent visit. Kaiden, you did our whole
school proud by showing everyone your best manners and
exemplary behaviour. You are going to make an amazing buddy next
year. Thank you for showing everyone how it's done!

3/4B
Ayla Davies: For your amazing turn around with the weekly spelling.
Ayla, I love the fact you now have a positive attitude in your learning
at home and school. You are a superstar learner, Ayla!

5/6A

Chloe Woehl: Chloe has worked really hard all week and has been
ready to help others at every opportunity. She has shown maturity
and honesty in all aspects of school and has encouraged her peers
to give things their best effort. She has brought positivity and fun to
the class as well as being a kind friend. Well done, Chloe!

5/6B

Nathan Webb: Well done on great writing to finish off Term 3!
Throughout the term you have been focused on improving your
writing strategies and it really shows! In your narratives, I can see you
including noun groups and adjectives to make your writing more
interesting. I can also see your use of onomatopoeia (the sounds of
things) which creates a vivid picture in your reader's mind. Keep up
the great work!

Art
Owen Anderson: Owen is to be congratulated on his wonderful work
ethic. He always puts his best foot forward and produces wonderful
results as a consequence! His wonderful painting of trees showcases
his attention to detail. Well done, Owen!

Achievement Awards



FOOTY
DAY

FRIDAY 15
SEP

Alexandra Primary School

DRESS IN YOUR TEAM COLOURS, GET SOME
SPONSORS, AND BE READY TO PLAY SOME

FOOTY!
We are looking for volunteers to help us run footy-focused

activities. Contact Alice for more info! 
5772 1006




